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Figure 1 .— Dimensionless plot of velocity-distribution in vertical 

Table l. The curves are very nearly parallel within the range shown. The displacement is due 
to the tact that equation (1) gives a value of F(z/d) of zero for (z/d) of one (at the surface) 
and the data in Table 1 are such that F(z/d) is zero at a point in the vertical whose velocity 
equals the mean [(z/d) = 0.33 by scale in Fig. 1]. In application to the evaluation of n by the 
procedure adopted herein, the displacement is of no significance, but since the slopes of these 
two lines are nearly the same, It appears that on the average equation (1) gives values which, 
although perhaps not perfectly suited to every channel-condition and In the absence of further 
information, may be considered to yield acceptable results, limited of course by other factors 
peculiar to this method of approach. 
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CHANNEL-STORAGE AND UNIT-HYDROGRAPH STUDIES 

W. B. Langbein 
(Published with the approval of the Director, U. S. Geological Survey) 

Recent studies of the rainfal-and-runoff relation tend towards treatment of the subject in 
two parts, namely, (1) the ground-phase, which includes the study of such processes as infiltra
tion and evaporation, and (2) the channel-phase, which comprehends the study of the flow of water 
in the channel-system with particular reference to flood-wave movement. This paper discusses the 
channel-phase. 

Flood-wave movement may be conceived to be subject to two principal kinds of operations, 
namely, uniformly progressive flow and reservoir-action. The first operation designates down
stream movement of a flood-wave without change of shape which probably only occurs under ideal 
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conditions in a prismatic channel in which stage and discharge are uniquely defined at all 
places. Reservoir-action refers to transformation of a flood-wave that takes place as a re
sult of reservoir-pondage. Flood-wave movement in natural channel systems (that are unaf
fected by deoris-movements) is probably intermediate between the two ideal conditions cited--
one or the otner predominating in a particular place. However, the actual benavior is some
times obscured because of the effects of tributary or other local inflow. 

The process of determining progressively the timing and shape of a flood-wave at down
stream points is called flood-routing. Several approximate methods of flood-routing have been 
descrioed [see 1, 2, 3 of "References" at end of paper]. Thomas [1] sets up equations for the 
exact solution of flood-wave motion but as he indicates, practical difficulties make them virtu
ally inapplicable to natural river-channels. Rutter and others [2] and McCarthy [3] describe 
methods which are convenient for general application to river-flood conditions and, if properly 
applied, can yield close results. 

In orief, McCarthy nas assumed that the volume of storage in a river-reach may be evaluated 
as follows 

Storaget = K[xl t + (1 - x) D t] (1) 

Where I t is inflow at time t and D t is the discharge or outflow from the reach also at time t, 
and tne factor k is the ratio between storage and discharge and has the dimension of time. The 
factor x, which is dimensionless, defines the manner in which the storage-volume is determined, 
relative to the inflow and outflow discharge-rates. The method assumes a uniform unbroken water-
surface profile (uniform progression in discharge) between the upstream and downstream points on 
tne reach, and assumes that stage and discharge are uniquely defined at these two places, and 
that k and x are sensibly constant throughout the range in stage experienced by the flood-wave. 

In general it might be stated tnat the accuracy of a flood-routing storage-equation depends 
on the closeness with which the storage-volume can be approximated. As a first approximation it 
has been stated that tne storage varies with the outflow discharge-rate as in a reservoir, and 
later McCarthy introduced the factor x to give expression to the so-called "wedge-storage" and 
therefore afforded a second approximation but which may be in error to the extent that the dis
charge in the reach does not vary uniformly from inlet to outlet. Rutter and others [2] similarly 
accounted for the "wedge-storage" but by graphical means, expressing storage based on river-
profiles as a function of outflow-rate using the rate of inflow as a parameter. 

The factor x in McCarthy's equation (1) is chosen such that the storage-volume is the same 
for a given weighted discharge, [xl + (1 - x)D] r whether the river is rising or falling. The 
factor k is the slope of the storage-weighted discharge-relation, which in most flood-problems 
approaches a straight line. For spillway-discharge from a reservoir, x may be shown to be zero, 
since the reservoir-stage and hence the storage are uniquely defined by outflow-discharge, tne 
rate of inflow being of negligible influence as an index of storage in the reservoir at any time. 
For uniformly progressive flow x = 0.50, and both inflow and outflow are of equal weight. In 
this wave, no change in shape occurs, the peak-discharge remaining unaffected. In reservoir-
action the hydrograph is flattened. Analyses by the writer of many flood-waves has demonstrated 
that tne time-interval oetween the center of mass of volume at the upstream point and at the 
downstream point is equal to the factor k. Figure 1 shows the effect of the value of x upon 
flood-waves. 

The Inflow-graph shown was arbitrarily chosen for illustrative purposes. The outflow-graphs 
were computed from the given inflow by the use of equation (1), using a value of k = unity, and 
the centers of mass of each of them regardless of the value of x is coincident, occurring one 
unit of time later than that of the given inflow-graph. Although coincident insofar as their 
centers of mass are concerned, the three outflow-graphs differ materially in shape-~that for 
x » 0 (full storage-action) giving a flattened hydrograph, that for x * 0.50 being a reproduction 
of the inflow-hydrograph displaced by an interval equal to k, and that for x * 0.25 having inter
mediate characteristics. 

Values of k are readily found either by computing the slope of the storage-discharge curve 
as described by McCarthy or by computing the center of mass-lag interval. However, the hydraulic 
conditions that determine the value of x that is applicable to a given reach are difficult to 
define. In most river-reaches the value of x Is subject to variation when computed by McCarthy's 
method [3] depending on the relative amount of local unmeasured Inflow. Local inflow is general
ly estimated, and the amount and the time-distribution of the estimated inflow correspondingly 
affect the computations of the flood-wave movement. 
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The value of x tends to approach zero in river-reaches that approach reservoir-conditions, 
that is, in those in which much of the river-profile is controlled by the discharge at a point 
downstream rather than by the discharge at the several points in the reach. At places within 
such reaches, the stage-discharge relations tend to become loops, with greater discharge on the 
rising side than on the falling side. The loop is produced either by variable slopes or by 
backwater from a downstream control. On the other hand, in prismoidal channels where stage and 
discharge are uniquely defined at all places, the value of x probably tends towards 0.50. 

It is, of course, generally understood that in routing a flood through a river-system, It 
is necessary to break, it up into reaches such that the river-surface can be safely assumed as 
uniform and unbroken. A series of pools and riffles or cataracts or excessively long reaches 
would not comply with this criterion, although special treatment in evaluating storage may re
move some of the difficulties in using long channel-reaches. 

An example of a uniformly progressive wave in a natural channel is shown in Figure 2. The 
.wave was generated by the abrupt release of a volume of water at Guernsey Reservoir on the North 
Platte River. By the time it reached Bridgeport, Nebraska, 101 miles below, the wave had become 
stabilized as shown. The wave passed Lisco, Nebraska, 28 miles below Bridgeport with substan
tially the same shape. There was negligible inflow from tributaries, but there were small diver
sions for irrigation. The discharge at Lisco as shown in Figure 2 includes the estimated volume 
of such diversion between Bridgeport and Lisco. The lag-interval between their centers of mass 
is 17 hours. The peaks were 15 hours apart. Figure 3 shows the storage in the reach plotted 
against the discharge.at Lisco, Nebraska, giving a loop showing a larger volume of storage for 
a given discharge during rising stages than during falling stages. 

It should be noted that the river-surface between Bridgeport and Lisco was not uniform at 
all times. Thus at noon of June 2, the discharge at Bridgeport was 11,300 cfs, whereas down
stream at Lisco the river had not yet begun to rise, the wave-front being somewhere between these 
two places. At this time the storage In the reach was 58,000 second-foot hours. 

The abrupt change in discharge indicates that this reach would have been too long for direct 
application of McCarthy's methods. However, the discharges at intermediate points could be esti
mated from the hydrographs themselves, that Is, the discharge half-way between is probably the 
average of that on the outflow-hydrograph 17/2 hours earlier with that on the inflow-hydrograph 
17/2 following. The first gives 3,600 second-feet, and the second 3,200 second-feet. Conse
quently McCarthy's formula could be improved for some applications by using the average discharge 
during an interval instead of instantaneous discharges. The equation may be modified as follows 

S t - U X L ( t _ g x k ) + (1 - i ) D ( T + 2 X K ) 3 (2) 
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where S t is storage at time t, x and k are as before but I(t-2xk) i s t h e average inflow during 
an interval 2xk preceding t and D^t+2xj-j is the average discharge during an interval 2xk follow
ing t. When x * 0.50 the formula becomes s t * k[0.5 l^^) + °* 5 D(t+k) ̂  m ^ since I(t-k) * 
D(t+k) t h e n s t = ^(t+k)* w i i e n x * 0 equation (2) becomes S+. * kD t. Therefore an approximation 
that is useful in some problems is suggested as follows 

S t " kI>(t+2xk) (3) 

where x and k have the same significance and values as before. 
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Figure 3 also shows a well-defined relation between the volumes of storage and the weighted 
discharge as defined above by equation (2), using a value of x found by trial equal to 0.47, indi
cating nearly ideal uniformly progressive flow as might be confirmed by inspection of Figure 2. 
The relation closely approximates a straight line of slope equal to 17 hours and could have de
fined by equation (3) as well, using a time-interval of 2 X 0.47 x 17 » 16 hours. 

In comparing rainfall with the runoff from a drainage-basin, It is frequently of assistance 
to adjust the hydrograph of outflow from the basin for storage. Horton [4] and the writer [5j 
have descrioed metnods for doing this. The first-named reference made no allowance for account
ing for greater storage on the rising side and the second only treated of the problem in which 
upstream gaging-stations were available. A method will be described for evaluating storage in 
tne Dasin above the most upstream gage during a flood by the use of equation (3). The problem 
essentially is one of the selection of the proper values of k and x for the given basin, particu
larly the latter. Either equation (1) or equation (3) may be used. Although the use of equation 
(1) may be more accurate, its solution for the inflow requires more work than does equation (3). 
If equation (3) is used, improved results may frequently be obtained by evaluating D(t+2xk) as 
tne geometric mean over the interval 2xk instead of using the arithmetic mean. When the range 
in discharge during the interval is small, the difference is not great. 

In order to find a reasonable value of x applicable to entire basins, several basins were 
examined in which there were a number of small gaged upstream-areas. The storage in these basins 
at approximate intervals during two or three different flood-rises was computed by subtracting 
the total channel-inflow as indicated by the small gaging stations from the total outflow as 
given by the gaging station at the outlet. 

Figure 4 shows a storage-loop computed by this metnod for Hoosic River near Eagle Bridge, 
New York (510 square miles), during the flood of September, 1938. The upstream stations in this 
problem were the following: Hoosic River at Adams, Massachusetts (46.3 square miles; North 
Branch Hoosic River at North Adams, Massachusetts (39.0 square miles); and Walloomsac River near 
North Bennington, Vermont (111 square miles). Figure 4 also shows the storage-loop closed by 
the use of equation (3) by plotting the storage at a given time against the mean discharge dur
ing an interval of eignt hours following the given time. The points shown apply to the flood 
of March, 1936, as well as that of September, 1938. The slope of the average line shown is 19 
hours and therefore x « [8/(2 X 19)] » 0.21. 

Comparison of tne time-lag between center of mass of effective rainfall during the storm 
of September, 1938, and center of mass of direct runoff was computed as 21.5 hours. The differ
ence of 2.5 hours may be accounted for in two ways: (a) The slope of the discharge-storage rela
tion does not include the "inlet" time or initial lag-interval but includes only the time of 
transit in the defined stream-channels; (b) inadequacies of the selected method of evaluating 
total storage in Hoosic River Basin; analysis by use of the recession-curve as explained below 
gave a value of k • 23 hours. 

Flood-waves in other basins that have been examined have indicated that as an average a 
value of x * 0.25 is approximately correct for evaluating the storage-effects and that the lag 
between rainfall and direct runoff is sensibly the same as the slope of the weighted discharge-
storage curve. The value of x * 0.25 seems to Indicate that on the average flood-flows in 
natural river-basins seem to be affected as much by reservoir-action as by uniformly progressive 
flow. There is flattening of tne flood-crest due to reservoir-action and desynchronized timing 
of the flow from different parts of the basin, but not as much as would be indicated by the 
same volume of storage operated as a storage-reservoir. 

The amount of storage in the river-channel system above a single gage can most readily be 
approximated by analysis of the recession-limb as suggested by Horton [4] and the writer [5]. 
In the problem of translating outflow into inflow it is desirable to know not only the total 
volume of storage but also Its relation to the rising side as well as to the recession-limb of 
the hydrograph. For application to the rising side, as well as to the falling side of a hydro-
graph, cognizance must be taken of the x-factor, and according to the studies described above 
this factor for most basins may be taken as 0.25 and the recession discharge-storage relation
ship developed accordingly. Thus If equation (3) is used, such a diagram would show the rela
tion between the discharge over an interval equal to 0.50k (termed index-interval) and the 
storage at the beginning of that interval. Since k is not generally known, its value must first 
be approximated, before the 0.50k index-interval can be derived. Table 1, following, indicates 
the method of computation employed. An Interval of eight hours was used instead of exactly 0.50k 
in this analysis on the basis of the preceding studies of Hoosic River Basin above Eagle Bridge, 
New York; the time-interval chosen can be rounded off to obtain a convenient tabulating interval. 
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Table 1—Recession-curve analysis Hoosic River near Eagle Bridge, New York, 
flood of September 1938 

Date Time Discharge, 
sec-ft 

Base, 
sec-ft 

Direct 
runoff, 
sec-ft 

Storage, 
sec-ft 

8-hr units 

8-hr mean 
discharge, 
sec-ft 

Sep. 22 8 a .m. 29,000 1,200 27,800 59,990 20,900 
4 P m. 16,000 1,200 14,800 38,690 
12 P m. 9,500 1,200 8,300 27,140 

Sep. 23 8 a m. 6,650 1,300 5,350 20,315 
4 P m. 5,260 1,300 3,960 15,660 
12 P m. 4,450 1,400 3,050 12,155 

Sep. 24 8" a m. 3,900 1,400 2,500 9,380 
4 P m. 3,490 1,500 1,990 7,135 
12 P m. 3,150 1,500 1,650 5,315 

Sep. 25 8 a m. 2,880 1,550 1,330 3,825 
4 P m. 2,630 1,600 1,030 2,645 
12 P m. 2,410 1,600 810 1,725 

Sep. 26 8 a m. 2,270 1,650 620 1,010 
4 P ra. 2,130 1,700 430 485 350 
12 P m. 1,970 1,700 270 

AS =59,505 AQ = 20,550 
K = (AS/AQ) = (59,505/20,550) = 2.9 eight-hour units = 23 hours 

In adjusting a hydrograph for storage using equation (3), the storage at a given time is 
computed as k times the geometric mean discharge, q-^, q 2 Q n i °ver an interval equal to 
0.50 k (or whatever value of x was used in computation of k as in Table 1) following the given 
time. Or a diagram may be prepared for the solution of equation (1) from known values of k and 
assuming x » 0.25 as shown in Figure 5, in which storage has been expressed in terms of the out
flow-rate and the inflow-rate. The graphical method has an advantage of flexibility in that the 
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slope of the lines can be varied to allow for changes In k with discharge. In general the useful
ness of equation (3) is limited to computing inflow from a graph of discharge. 

After adjustment for storage by this method, the center of mass of the computed inflow will 
precede the center of mass of the observed direct runoff by an interval equal to k. If k equals 
the lag between effective rainfall and runoff, the adjusted hydrograph will compare favorably on 
a time-basis with the effective rainfall. 

Hoyt [6] referred to the lag-interval as a possible means of correlating unit-hydrographs, 
and Snyder [7] has described methods of correlating the unit-hydrograph for a given basin with 
its lag-Interval. Snyder has used the lag-interval between center of mass of effective rainfall 
and peak-discharge of the unit-hydrograph as the correlating factor. The writer suggests that 
the lag between center of mass of effective rainfall and center of mass of direct runoff is of 
greater flexibility, and moreover has other physical significances as described before. More
over, determination of the lag-interval as thus defined Is not limited to unit-storms. Its use 
as a measure of the channel-storage or unit-hydrograph characteristics of a basin seems to be 
promising. 
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The summation-hydrograph (S-hydro graph) Is defined by Morgan and HulHnghorst [8] as the 
hydrograph of runoff from a basin with continuous generation of runoff. It affords a compact 
means for comparing the hydrograph-characteristics for storms of different duration. As de
scribed by Morgan and HulHnghorst, unit-hydrographs for storms of any effective length can 
readily be derived from the summation-hydrograph. This is done by placing two Identical 
S-hydrographs along one another, displacing them by a time-Interval equal to the length of 
the desired unit-hydrograph storm, and subtracting the ordinates of the one from the other 
at corresponding times. 

Examination of a number of S-hydrographs for different basins suggests that lag-Interval 
may be employed In comparing them. The results are shown in Figure 6. The ordinates of the 
summation-graphs have been expressed as a percentage of the ultimate discharge (volume of run
off divided by period of effective rainfall) and the abscissas as time from beginning of effect
ive rainfall considered as a per cent of the lag-Interval for the different graphs. The points 
shown apply to about ten different summation-graphs for areas ranging from 30 to 4,000 square 
miles in size in the Northeastern States. 

When equilibrium is reached, that is, when the rate of outflow equals Inflow, the volume of 
storage In the basin is equal to the area above the summation-hydrograph and below the 100 per 
cent discharge-line. Under these stabilized conditions, the ratio between volume and rate of 
discharge equals the lag-interval or in the case shown, unity. 

The discharge of a unit-hydrograph based on the summation-hydrograph is 

where s is the slope of a chord of the summation-hydrograph (per cent of ultimate discharge di
vided by per cent of lag) over an interval equal to the duration of the period of effective rain
fall. For a unit-hydrograph the volume of runoff is one Inch and if the lag-time is expressed In 
hours, equation (4) becomes 

where q is rate in second-feet per square mile and s is dimensionless. The maximum slope of the 
summation-hydrograph, 1.20, occurs at 0.5 lag. This slope Is the measure of the maximum discharge 
following an one-inch rainstorm of negligible duration (generally less than one-tenth lag). The 
corresponding discharge in second-feet per square mile is as follows 

Snyder [7] gives an average discharge of [400/(lag to peak)] for a storm of duration equal to the 
lag to the peak divided by 5.5. The two are not directly comparable. 

The peak-discharge given by equation (5) or discharges defined by Figure 6 are averages de
fined by a number of hydrographs and may not fit any particular basin. No limits can be set for 
variations from the mean at this time. It is believed, however, that differences in shape of 
basin and arrangement of tributaries, slope of the several basins, and non-uniformity of rainfall 
would account for such variations. 

The writer acknowledges the valuable assistance of L. C Crawford of the United States 
Geological Survey in the preparation of this paper. 
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q = s[(volume of runoff)/(lag-Interval)] (4) 

s[646/(log-interval)] 

Peak-discharge = 1.20 [646/(lag-interval)] = [770/(lag-interval)] (5) 
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